Reliable time synchronized by a reliable source.

The all new **TTSync PoE Clock System Software** seamlessly synchronizes Power Over Ethernet (PoE) Wall Clocks, Bell/Tone Systems & Time & Attendance Terminals to promote the highest level of productivity, reliability, & efficiency throughout a facility.

- Flexible connectivity harnesses **cost effectiveness** of Power over Ethernet infrastructure
- Simple setup Microsoft Windows® based software allows **universal or individual device time source/zone** selection & automatic IP Address assignment
- Versatile operating platform including **LAN, WAN, Intranet or Internet**
- PoE TTSync™ analog & digital wall clocks work in conjunction with Pyramid wireless synchronized clocks, existing hard-wired synchronized clocks, bells, horns, & tone generating equipment to **promote productivity, reliability & efficiency** (see PoE analog & digital clock smart sheets)
- Automatically adjusts for Daylight **Savings Time** & resets for power outages eliminating need for manual time adjustments
**TT SYNC SOFTWARE : SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**

**Operating**
- Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7

**PC**
- Pentium 300 MHz Processor

**Memory**
- 512 MB of RAM or greater

**Free Space**
- 1 GB or greater

**Internet**
- Explorer 5.0 or higher

**CD-ROM**
- 4x or faster

---

**TT SYNC SOFTWARE : SYNCHRONIZATION DEVICES**

### Analog Clocks
- PoE, Wireless & Wired
- 13in or 17in formats
(see PoE Analog Clock smart sheet for face types)

### Digital Clocks
- PoE, Wireless & Wired
- 2.5in, 3in, or 4in Character Height
- 4 or 6 digit formats
(see PoE Digital Clock smart sheet for color options)

### Tone Systems
- 24 Volt Single Zone Bell Ringer
Part #5300
- Tone Generator
- 6-Zone Bell Ringer

---

**30-Day money back guarantee**

---

**NTP Server Selection**

**Bell Scheduling**